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SAY 'BOO' TO TRANSFORMATIONAL I
OUTSOURCING! ☜mm
In December 2004, SystemHouse get a full♥scale backlash. Yet outsourcers IN THIS ISSUE

predicted that transformational are strengthening their consulting Accenture 13

outsourcing would come under capabilities, not scaling them down - a ElanRTO 11

increasing attack from its critics - and lo, move with which we actually agree- 30 Glen Group 6

.r it came to pass that this did indeed what's going on? IBM 10
happen. IT consultancies and Microsoft 9

management consultants with no Actually, good IT outsourcing is inherently Misys 7

outsourcing businesses piled on the 'transformational' in that it improves the IT Regent 12

pressure, accusing transformational infrastructure (in which we☁d include Serco e

outsourcers of selling inflexible, business applications) - otherwise, it's just Unisys 5

monopolistic services that restrict a labour-arbitrage or economies-of♥scale

customers' access to best-of♥breecl story, with little or no relevance to more

consulting and systems integration, and sophisticated clients Good outsourcing

which are commercially risky to boot. keeps the IT and the business processes OTHER ARTICLES

that the infrastructure supports closely Recentmonhcoming tech IP05 15

Combine the fact that clients are Connected. and that requires constant This month's M&A activity 15

increasingly breaking outsourcing effort and change. So, a good outsourcing Share prices in January 16

contracts into slices allocated to multiple contract almost invariably contains an Results service 18

vendors. add in embarrassments like element of IT consulting, even if it's not January S/ITS index analysis 20

Sainsbury's decision late last year to billed or identi ed as such.

cancel its mega-deal with Accenture (the

. poster child of transformational Where we take issue with vendors is when

outsourcing in the UK). and you seem to they stray beyond their competence as IT IND'CES
(changes in January 2006)

Holway S/ITS +1.1 % 5135

FTSE IT (SCS) +0.6% 572

techMARK 100 +4.56% 1497

Nasdaq Comp +45% 2305
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services organisations and

indulge in what many suppliers

call 'business-transformational

outsourcing' or BTO for short.

This is where outsourcers claim

to be driving business change

across entire organisations,

heroically transforming their

clients☂ financial fortunes by

fusing grand management

consultancy with IT services.

But surely outsourcers can apply

their undoubted transformational

skills to re-engineering (and then

running) processes beyond the IT

infrastructure? We agree, but

with an important caveat.

Transformational outsourcers

working beyond the IT

infrastructure should only take

the driving seat when

reorganising relatively niche

processes, such as invoice
processing. For more important

processes beyond the IT
infrastructure, outsourcers

should play a supporting role,

rather than driving wide-scale
business change. Here's the

general rule: IT outsourcing

supports strategic business

change outside the IT function; it

doesn't drive this Change.

Things generally go wrong

when the outsourcer over»

stretches itself when driving

business change outside the IT

function - for example taking

responsibility for transforming a

client's accounts payable

processes. its supply chain or

its HR department. We're not

saying outsourcers can't do this

work, but they fall into some

nasty traps.

One important trap is when BTO

contracts contain risk-sharing

and gain-sharing payment

mechanisms. under which the

outsourcer is paid in part by

how well the client's overall

business performs This link is

made more and more, but we

argue that it's easy to make this

connection inappropriately.

Hostages to fortune

We worry that BTO players, in

their desire to be seen driving
business change. are agreeing to

be rewarded by metrics beyond

their control. Should an
outsourcer agree to be paid

according to the improvement in
its client's share price or its EPS☂?

Surely not, given that any such

improvement (or deterioration) of

this profitability or share price is

the product of many different

factors. Contracts that make
outsourcers hostages to fortune
are risky in both financial and
brand~reputation terms.

Many outsourcers employ
experienced management

consultants who add great value
to their clients☁ businesses.
These consultants do a lot of
high-end IT consulting, but they
also do genuine management
consulting. But that doesn't
make their employers
management consultancies as
such. The outsourcers remain IT
services companies, and their

management consulting
capabilities are mostly confined
to lT-centric processes and
functions. Yes, outsourcers with
consulting arms can drive real
improvements in clients'
profitability. but they're not high-
level strategy consultancies or
mainstream management

consultancies. They have

impressive employees who can

do this sort of work, but general

management consulting is not

within the core competence of

an outsourcer.

Surely there are exceptions?

Sure, an IT services player with

a strong consulting arm may

drive wide-ranging business

change within a particular

department or business

function. But grand consulting

work is for pure♥play

management consultancies.

Since every good outsourcing

contract is probably

'transformational' to some extent,

and given the perils of BTO, we

prefer to talk about 'business-

oriented outsourcing☁ ♥ or 'BOO'

for short. We see business-

oriented outsourcers in future

continuing their successful work

of transforming IT infrastructures

and niche business processes.

often usnng

business/management

consultants to deliver this sen/ice.

Indeed, despite the perceived

backlash against overblown BTO,

we see outsourcers such as

LogicaCMG, Fujitsu Services and

EDS strengthening their business

consulting capabilities, not

reducing them, and we think

they're right to do so.

Business consulting can have an

important role to play in delivering

high-quality IT sen/ices that help

to transform a client's business -

that's what 800 is about. What

clients don't need is BTO. where

the outsourcer pretends to be

something it's not

(Douglas Hayward)
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Holway Comment

  

The eve of destruction

I've already written and talked

about the advent of disruptive

technologies and innovations. I

contend that all parts of the ICT

industry are facing more and

faster disruption than at any time

in the last 40 years.

But perhaps it is time to get even

tougher. In many cases.

established ICT business models

face destruction. In some cases.

it is not just the business models

that are at risk. but the continued

existence of the current

established leading suppliers too.

In turn. this destruction will create

huge new opportunities either for

new players or. and much more

difficult to perform. the

established companies to change

and win in that new world.

This Eve of Destruction theme

can be applied to many areas:

Software as a service

The established model of

charging for product licences

faces destruction, It will be

replaced by service subscriptions

and. in an increasing number of

cases. free software funded by

advertising Free software will

become the ☁norm' for

consumers and I expect will

make major inroads over a longer

timeframe into corporate IT too.

The webtop will take-over from

the desktop

A key 2005 theme of mine was

'/ used to drive a Microsoft ♥ now

I fly a Google'. Google was the

Financial Times' Company of

2005, Although Microsoft. IBM

and others will fight very hard to

(re)capture this space. my bet

would be onGoogle being a

strong contender for the FT

'Company of 2006☁ too.

Indeed. Google would already get

my vote for 'Most Disruptive

Company of the Decade'.,.so tar.

Offshore comes of age

As I described last month. Xansa's

recent results are a perfect

example of the de ationary effect

of offshoring on the IT services

sector. I would expect the majority

of IT♥related tasks which are

capable of being undertaken

offshore eventually to go offshore

This will have huge destructive

effects on indigenous companies.

Offshore companies fully realise

that some tasks must still be
undertaken ☁onshore'. Companies

like Wipro. Infosys and Tata all

have the capability either to grow

onshore operations organically or.

indeed, to buy them.

The really disruptive effects of this
on our industry are only just

starting,☜

China will become a global IT
powerhouse

Already in 2005. China has

become the world's largest

exporter of IT goods and the

  

Richard Holway

biggest exporter to the US

(source - OECD).

We are all wrong to

underestimate the innovation that

will come from China. Presently,

most IT innovation comes from

the US with Europe and Japan in

pursuit. I believe that. within a

matter of a few years. China will

threaten that position.

Offshore as a market destroys the

dominance of Western lT

suppliers.

IT is a mature. at best low single-

digit growth. market in most of

the developed world - UK.

Europe and US in particular. That

is not the case in China. India.

Eastern Europe etc. It is far more

likely that indigenous suppliers

will reap the major benefits from

these markets than Western

companies.

IT services☁ glory days are over

< but don☁t expect BPO to be its

savour

The influence of IT departments is

already on the wane. ☁ The

provision of IT services Will be

looked upon in much the same

way as office or property sen/Ices

[continued on page tour]
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or distribution. Providing 'just☁ IT
services » be it IT outsourcing.

support services and even utility

staff » to companies will be a low-

margin. highly competitive,
declining market, A decidedly
unattractive place to be.

Many companies will try to move
into BPO (or whatever new name
is given to it in 2006) Many will nd
that move extremely dif cult and
will face great pain in the process;
as will many of the current batch of
BPO startups. Amongst the
winners will probably be the
current business support services
players (like Capita in the UK)
which just happen to have
embedded IT expertise

Excitement is in the consumer
areas

I have to admit that after 40
pretty exciting years in
'Corporate' IT. it is now looking
decidedly dull A particularly
compared to the consumer
arena. Consumereoriented tech
companies will gain hugely in
power. influence and value
compared with their corporate
brethren. One only has to look to
Google and Apple right now for
perfect examples.

Consumers lead - corporates
follow

Consumer innovation will drive
the corporate IT scene - not the
other way around Consumers

used to slick. fast. stylish and

reliable technology in the home

(train. plane or car) will not

settle for second best at work.
Already many consumer
devices (like snazzy mobile

devices) and software (Google
search is a good example) are
staples in the workplace.

Leadership in communications
threatened

Leading operators like ET in the
xed world and Vodafone in the

mobile world will find 2006 and
beyond extremely hard going.
They are threatened on all sides.

The old policy of defence no

longer works as the disruptive

forces are too strong, Organically
building the new value-add.

content-oriented services
required for survival will be difficult
for most of the larger players.

Pro ts and therefore valuations

will be under threat.

A destructive revolution in

entertainment

The advent of 'entertainment on-

demand'. coupled with user

demand for 'Anywhere. Anytime.

Anyplace' access (my Martini

device!). will throw many of the

established entertainment

providers into disarray. It☁s

already happening with the

major music companies as they

face the threat of music

downloads. The TV suppliers

(like lTV) have seen their

audiences rapidly decline in

favour of multiple digital services.

BSkyB might even see its main

competition for the Premiership

coming from a comms player.

And they really ain't seen nothing

yet! Many established

entertainment companies could

face destruction.

TMT - the real 'convergence'

As comms players search for

content to add value and as the

entertainment companies come

under threat from multiple choice

digital services. the obvious end

result seems to be that we will

see more and more couplings

between the two. Vodafone and

lTV or BT buying the rights to

Premiership Football? If you

think that's a step too far. BT has

this month bought the rights to

Bob the Builder and Pingu for its

new Internet TV on demand

(IPTV) service.

All the points above. and I am

sure there are many more

examples. are going to be

hugely disruptive to most

players in our sector and. I

contend. will lead to the

destruction of many; whilst

providing major opportunities for

new players to emerge.

'But you tell me over and over

and over again my friend.

You don☁t believe we're on the

Eve of Destruction?☁

Barry McGuire ♥ 1963

To team more about Ovum's View at [1' services in 2006 and beyond. see

Market Trends Preview 2006 - available now to subscribers. If you are not a

Holway@0vum subscriber. please contact Suzana Murshid (sum@ovum.corn)

for lurther details.

 



 

UNiSYs

Unisys Corp improved its

performance in its 04 ended 31

December 2005. reporting an

improved net loss of $31.1m

(versus $34.9m in 2004). in spite

of increased tax and pension

expenses, Operating margin was

positive (2.3%) for the quarter

(versus minus 5.2% for Q4 2004).

Without pension expenses.

operating margin would have

been 52% in Q4 2005.

Revenue growth was also better

than previous quarters, and was

up 3% (5% in constant

currencies) to $1.57bn. But this

was not enough to reduce the

impact of poor performance in

the previous three quarters. Full

year results revealed a net loss of

$1,73bn (from a $38.6m profit in

2004). on revenues down 1% to

$5.76bn. Currency impacts had a

one percentage-point positive

impact on full»year revenues.

Operating margin was also

negative (at minus 2.8%) for the

year (versus minus 0.6% for

2004). Shares in the company fell

3% to $6.47 at close of business
after the company released its

results.

UHiSVS has recently begun to
publish the percentage of its

revenues coming from EMEA. For

04. it got 37% of revenues from

EMEA. to a value of about

$580m. For the full year. EMEA

accounted for 33% of revenues.

to a value of about £1 .an.

Looking forward. Unisys expects

growth in the 'low-to♥mid single

digits' excluding divestments.

Dossiny down slightly including

divestments. Nevertheless. it

exlifects outsourcing. systems

integration and consulting

revenues ☁to mirror or exceed

market rates'. Meanwhile.

revenues are expected to
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BRIGHTER END TO UNISYS' ANNUS HORRIBILIS

Unisys' quarterly operating pro t and revenue

performance 2003 - 2005
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decline in its hardware and

maintenance business.

Comment: Unisys has done well

to lift its game in the last quarter

of what has been a dire year for

the company. Business should
continue to improve from here
onwards thanks to the company☁s

multi-year restructuring and ref
positioning plans.

Unisys aims for an operating margin
of 8♥10%. excluding pension
expenses. by 2008. And to achieve
this it will be gradually divesting its
hardware business to strategic
partner NEC. reducing staff. and
focusing on its top 50 clients in each
geography ♥ among other things. it
is not so important whether Unisys
achieves this lofty target, but rather
that it convinces both investors and
clients that nancial and operational
stability. as well as sustainable
growth. are within reach.

The good news is that Unisys
continued to gain European clients
in the quarter Over the period. it
won a sub-contract to provide
applications management. data
centre and desktop support With
the UK☁s Metropolitan Police as
part of the CUBIT consortium. On

the continent, it signed up the

Bavarian Ministry of Justice to a

two-year infrastructure

management deal. as well as

signing a $70m-plus ClearPath deal

with a 'major European nancial

institution'. And looking forward.

Unisys claims services orders have

shown 'strong doubleedigit gains' -

with outsourcing order growth

offsetting declines in systems

integration and consulting.

Technology orders showed single-

digit gains driven by ClearPath and

E87000 enterprise server orders.

Yet Unisys could find it particularly

difficult to rebuild its credibility in

the business process outsourcing

market. where problems with two

of its deals - one of which was the

UK cheque-processing
joint-

venture iPSL a dragged

profitability downwards over the

year. Unisys has just renegotiated

the iPSL arrangement.
of

which involves an additional

$150m in fees being paid to the

company between 200672010.

Although this should put iPSL's

the past, the

reputation as a

layer will be

problems in

company's

pioneering BPO p I

tarnished for a long while yet.

(Samad Masood)
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Glen Group. an AIM-listed value

added reseller (VAR) of integrated

IT and communication services.

has acquired (via a reverse

takeover) Eclectic Holdings

Limited for an initial consideration

of 22.2m in cash and shares. An

additional E787k is available

dependent upon financial

performance. Eclectic is a VAR

focused on providing business

intelligence consultancy. Eclectic

had revenues of £3.3m. Glen and

Eclectic will continue to be run as

two separate organisations

Comment: Glen Group is a

£540k company that sells

communication solutions to

SMEs. Generally speaking. the

Edinburgh-based company

serves customers who have 20♥

25 employees. It aims to be a

one-stop shop. which of course

appeals to the SME that doesn☁t

want to go from provider to

provider to get its IT and
communications infrastructure up

and running. Smaller customers

tend to be served by local IT

services providers and make up

what is a notoriously difficult

market for the larger players to

capture. Instead of building on

this SME focus. Glen☁s

acquisition of Eclectic sees it

move into the corporate arena

(where Eclectic already has

numerous clients). We
understand that the acquisition of
a SME-focused organisation was

on the cards at some point. but

GLEN GROUP BUYS FELLOW SCOTCH MINNOW

didn☁t come to fruition.

What Eclectic brings is a niche

focus on BI. and our forecasts

show sales in this market will

outperform the enterprise

software market as a whole for

the foreseeable future. Eclectic is

also profitable and gives the

Group as a whole a real bump up

in terms of size.

The fact remains that this is one

minnow acquiring a slightly larger

minnow. The Eclectic purchase is

an important step lon/vard - but

Glen will still be a very small

player. Acquisition, therefore. will

remain an important feature of its

ongoing development.

(Kate Hanaghan)

SERCO: BRINGING SOLUTIONS INTO PLAY
sercg

We caught up with Ian Downie,

the CEO of Serco Solutions.

during the month. SystemHouse

readers will recall that Serco

Solutions is the new name for

ITNET. which Serco acquired last

year. When the deal was rst

announced. we heralded the

arrival of a significant new name

in the UK IT services market. We

were eSpecially keen to see how

the new group would work

together to exploit the huge

breadth of capability from

lTNET's applications focus right

through to Serco's specialist

science and research interests.

80. one year on. it's a good time

to take stock of progress.

One of our rst challenges. as

analysts predominantly of the IT

sector. has been to try and get a

grip on the beast that is Serco.

We all know it☁s a FTSESSO
services rm that runs prisons.
manages traffic light systems and
employs more scientists than
anyone else in the UK. But what
is its real raison d'etre?
According to Downie. Serco's
core skills and proposition to its
customers boil down to change
management. it believes it can
improve the effectiveness and
lower the cost of a process more
rapidly and more effectively than
its (predominantly government)
customers can. And to do that.
its favoured approach is to take
on and run the process as
completely as possible and for as
long as possible.

This positioning as a broad-

based ☜transformational
outsourcer" explains the rationale

behind the ITNET acquisition.

Serco felt it was lacking in the

depth of IT capability required to

support much process change.

Once its valuation had fallen

following the painful fracas in

2004 over its Cabinet Office

contract. mid-sized ITNET

became the ideal candidate.

So is there any evidence that the

blend of Serco + ITNET is

working? Well Serco Solutions

itself appears to have had a

reasonable rst year of operation.

Revenue growth picked up in the

second half of 2005. and the DTI

deal in November was a positive

signal in a sector (central
government) where ITNET had
struggled. It hasn't all been plain

sailing. however. and Downie

admits to two significant

disappointments in recent

months - namely being kicked

[continued on page seven]

 



 

[continued irom page six]

out at Hounslow (where

problems. to be fair. had started

back in the ITNET days) and

missing out at Birmingham to

Capita. We shouldn't read too

much into this. in the binary

world of outsourcing, some you

win and some you invest huge

amounts of effort and money into

but still get nothing.

But the real indicator of

success in the integration of

lTNET into Serco is its effect on

the wider group, We're still

waiting for lull 2005 results

from Serco. but it looks as

though organic growth has

been strong. driven by a range

of new wins and extensions

However. thus far it's hard to

see the impact of lTNET's lT

expertise at work in existing

areas of strength for Serco

such as defence. science and

transport. But the influence is

beginning to be felt in more

subtle ways. according to

Downie, He cites the private

sector. where Serco is under

represented and where the

IYIIEYE

Misys's interim results for the six

months to 30th November 2005

showed total revenue for the

half♥year up to 俉481m

compared to £437m for the

equivalent period in 2004. an

increase of 10%. Operating pro t

for the group was £48.1m

compared to £44.7rn (up 7%).
helped by 24m net benefit from

disposals However. net profit
was down at £27.5m compared

to £34.4m a year ago, due to
increased finance costs and a hit

on exchange rates

On the surface of it. this half year

appears to have been steady

business. some things getting a

acquisition doubled Serco☁s

revenues. as an area where

lTNET's knowledge and

presence should open up new

opportunities. He also points to

the way Serco is adopting

lTNET♥derived models on global

sourcing. primarily out of indie,

Consulting looks like another

example where the acquisition is

having a beneficial effect. Serco

has formed an organisation

called "Serco Consulting". which

comprises lTNET☁s French

Thornton management

consulting outfit. a number of

other ex♥ITNET consultants and

the unit that used to be Serco

Government Consulting. "SC" is

supporting other areas across

Serco by driving leads and sales

and by working with the vertical

market specialists on the day-to-

day business of designing and

implementing technology and

process change. Such co-

operation clearly makes sense if

your business is transformation.

We hope. however. that Serco

won't fall into the trap of building

little bit better. others getting a
little bit worse, nothing to be

alarmed about. So why did the
company issue a pro ts warning
in September?

In an interview before the
earnings conference. Misys CEO
Kevin Lomax justified the issuing

of the warning because the
company said it was due to "the

deferral of two large contracts
which is slightly out of our
control. franklyt☜ He went on to
say that since this group tends to

have very large contracts. there
will always be a degree of
volatility in its earnings. He also

said that the fall in margin for the

SYSTEMHOUSE
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a separate consulting identity.

As we keep saying. the key is to

get consultants seeded

throughout the business. and to

make their integration as

complete from the customers'

point of view as possible.

The message on integration and

cooperation applies not just to

Serco's consulting capabilities.

but also to [T and applications

expertise. If Serco is to make the

most of its lTNET acquisition. it

needs to make sure that Serco

Solutions works handein-glove

with other parts of the business.

For this reason we suspect that

Serco Solutions' separate brand

and organisation may. over time.

be disseminated across the

broader group. In the meantime.

there☁s enough evidence to

suggest that the artist formerly

known as lTNEl' is now a more

formidable competitor in its new.

more stable home. and that

Serco is beginning to exploit the

vital skills that the acquired

business brought it,

(Phil Cod/mg)

MISYS INTERIMS ♥ A TIME TO REFLECT ON ITS

® FUTURE

banking group was not just about

the slipped contracts. but also

due to heavy investment in this

group's products.

Figure 1 shows the comparison

between first half 2005/6 and

2004/5 for the banking division.

The problem is that you could use

this data to argue either way over

the justi cation for the warning ~

and of course. these numbers

also give us perfect hindsight!

However what is clear is that the

very nice rise in software licences

has not been enough to stop the

operating pro t from falling or to

pull through increased

professional services into the

(continued on page aighl]
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period - fairly obviously because

of the delays.

Both software licence sales and

maintenance are generally

(indeed. really should be) very high

margin items. in many large

software vendors, a Eiom

improvement in software licences

drops straight through to the

operating margin more or less

intact, as the marginal costs of

additional software licenses sales

can be almost zero (the sales

costs would normally be part of

Sales. General & Administrative),

Since operating profit fell by

£5.2m, this suggests that anything

up to around £15m of additional

costs were incurred by the project

shortfall. However. some of this

will have gone on the additional

software development costs 7

unlike US software companies, UK

vendors usually don☁t split out their

software development spend.

indeed. with the capitalisation of

software development. the

numbers have got far less

transparent.

Misys says that it plans to combine

the wholesale and retail banking

divisions. which it feels is a logical

combination in the current market.

In the interview. Lomax said that

the company would able to

"release quite a lot of cost from the

business." and he mentioned a

gure of £10 to 15m in annual

costs from the elimination of

"management structures and

infrastructure generally☜ in the next

full nancial year.

in the healthcare division. things

are not quite as rosy despite the

healthy♥looking overall growth. as

shown in Figure 2. Software

licences and maintenance have

grown very modestly. and

professional services actually fell.

in comparison. transaction

processing services have ieapt

and hardware sales have jumped

to £16.9m from almost nothing a

year ago. As a result, operating

profit has grown only modestly.

  

 

Figure 1 Comparison of most recent interim results and last year's

interims for Misys Banking division     

 

   division Em 2005/6 interims 2004/5interims Difference

Software licenses

Maintenance

Transaction Processing
Professional Services

   

0,1   

    

Hardware 0.2 60%

ITctal revenue | 124.9 111.8 12%
Operati profit I 14 19.2 27%

Division operating margin 1 1 1% 17% -6%

 

Figure 2 Comparison of most recent interim results and last year☁s

interims for Misys Healthcare division

 

  

      
  

    

  

   

    

  

  
     

 

Total revenue

Healthcara division (2m) J'_2005/6 interims 2004/5 interims Difference
Software licenses 25.5 26.9 6%

Maintenance | 57.7 57.3 1%
Transaction Processing I 33.5 4.4 66 l %

Professional Services 17.2I 23 -25%

Hardware 16.9 NA

 

   

 

Operating profit

Division operati

 

   mar in 18% 73%

  

Hardware resale is generally a low

margin business. so we expect

little or no pro t contribution from

this activity. necessary though it

may be to fulfil customer

requirements. That leaves

transaction processing services.

and we can☁t help wonder

whether the margins in this part

of the business are more like

General Insurance or Sesame.

ironically. Misys says that it wishes
to get out of its other transaction

processing services, and dispose
of both General Insurance and

Sesame, Just how much difference
would these disposals make to

Misys?

Our estimates suggest that Misys

would see around a 40% reduction

in reported revenue. a decline in

operating pro t that could be as

little as 12% or as much as 31%.
and an improvement in operating

margin of between 1.8 and 45

percentage points.

We are perplexed that Misys has

made little tangible progress on

the disposal. indeed, on the

earnings call there was a

warning that the sale of Sesame

might be held up by the need for

the FSA's approval ♥ could this

not have been anticipated

sooner? We suspect that there

may be some ambivalence

about the divestment.

Much of Sesame☁s revenue is

'pass through'. money that

Misys collects from one part to

pay to another. but Misys never

splits out the 'pass through'

from the 'real' revenue in its

reports. This enables Misys to

enjoy the status of a ☜billion

dollar" industry player while

saying that its 'real☁ operating

margins are better than those in

the statutory numbers.

Perhaps we are completely

mistaken about the

ambivalence. it remains our

view that disposal would enable

the management to focus far

better on its core businesses.

and so be better in the long run

than retention. However.

uncertainty is the worst option

of all, So we urge the company

to jump decisively in one way or

the other! (Dav/d Bradshaw)



 

Last night Microsoft reported a

very good set of results for the

quarter to December Stst 2005.

its scal 02 2006. Total revenues

were $11.8bn. up 9.4% on the

$10.8bn achieved in the same

quarter in 2004. Operating pro t

was $4.66bn. down 2% on the

$4,75bn achieved a year ago -

which has been Microsoft☁s

largest quarterly operating pro t

to date.

Net income was $3.29bn. down

5% on the $3.46bn achieved a

year ago. which was also a

record for Microsoft. (Perhaps it

should console itself with the fact

that it will pay an estimated

$1.85bn in income taxes this

quarter, which is also a record for

the company)

Turning to the different business

sectors (see Figure 1 - note that

the X-axis is calendar quarters not

Microsoft☁s nancial quarters).

client revenues for Windows XP

and other client operating systems

were $8.46bn (up 8%). servers

and tools were $2.91bn (up 14%).

information worker (mainly Of ce)

revenues were $2.98bn (up 6%).

business solutions were $242m

(up 17%). MSN was $593M

down 2% (the only business line to

have falling revenues), CE/mobility

was $101m (up 40%), and home

and entertainment was $1,56bn

(up 13%).

On the last number, great

expectations from the Xbox660.

launched in time for the

Thanksgiving/Christmas

consumer spending splurge, led

some nancial analysts to expect

higher overall revenue than

Microsoft actually reported. This

is surprising to us. because

Microsoft☁s supply problems with
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MICROSOFT REPORTS AN EXCELLENT

QUARTER

Figure 1 Revenue for Microsoft☁s business units
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the Xbox were very widely

reported. Still they can console

themselves with the fact that

pro t was higher than expected.

Indeed, Microsoft seems to be

firing on more cylinders than

usual. The main profit engines of

client. server and information

worker all put in record high

revenues. Margins remained

good, with a record 38% for the

server division (see Figure 2). In

addition a couple of smaller

Figure 2 Operating profit margins for Microsoft's business units
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[continued on page ten]
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[continued from page nine]

business units that never made a

pro t before (M38 and mobile and

embedded) turned in respectable

growth as well as first time pro ts,

based on Microsoft☁s provisional

gures (which do tend to get

revised in subsequent re-issues.)

Is there any downside to these

results? Well, there is some worry

that the growth trend for

information worker over the last

year has been lower than for

client, Microsoft's top earner. and

for server. However. if you look

over two years. information

worker growth is about the same

as client growth. Both of these

are, of course. due to see new

products launched in the New

Year - provided nether slip even

further into the future.

One thing is clear - server

revenues are growing faster than

either client or information worker,

indeed they nearly overtook

information worker this quarter.

IBM announced a largely

satisfactow - if unexciting - set

of Q4 results. Total revenue was

$24.4bn. up 3% over the

corresponding period last year

at constant currency and

excluding the PC business,

which was sold to Lenovo in

April. Pre-tax profits grew by

13% to $4.6bn, taking the PET

margin up to 18.7% (from

14.6% in Q4 of 2004).

The strongest Q4 growth came

from the Americas (up 3% to

$10.5bn) » a ☜solid demand

environment" according to CFO

Mark Loughridge. EMEA was up

2% to $6.9bn, with another

mixed bag of country

helped by the launch of SQL

Server 2005, However, operating

profit for the server business of

38% for the quarter is around half

that achieved by client or

information worker product lines.

Could having some real

competition in this market have

something to do with this?

Perhaps a more worrying

downside is that MSN has falling

advertising revenues. as well as a

steady decline in operating pro t

(see Figure 2). Microsoft says that

the fall in ad revenues is due to a

switch of business model

towards its Adcenter placement

service. which should compete

more effectively with Google. Well

one should never write off

Microsoft in a fight, but this

seems to be one horse that left

the stable some time ago...

Microsoft Business Solutions had

a good quarter, helped by new

product launches of the

performances. Revenues in
Spain. France and the Nordics
grew while Germany and Italy
once again declined. AsiaePacific

disappointed for the fourth
quarter in a row (down 3% to
$4.5m). Japan, which

represents 60% of AP revenue,
was largely responsible.

Global Services saw a 1% fall in
revenue to $12bn. and signed
services Contracts worth

$11.5bn during the quarter
(compared to $12.7bn in 04 last
year). That brought the order

backlog to $111bn. the same as

a year ago. Software revenues

grew 3% to $4.6bn. with
hardware up 9% to $6.9bn,

Dynamics GP and SL (formerly

Great Plains and Solomon)

business applications suites.

However, the part of the business

that seems to have done best is

the (also recently updated) CRM

product line. There was no

quantitative indication of exactly

how well it did. though. but this

does seem to con rm what we

are hearing elsewhere ♥ that the

CRM market is seeing a modest

revival of interest. We think that

MBS has a good CRM product

on its hands, and that its trick of

hiding all the complexity of CRM

may yet leave a few competitors

bamboozled!

Microsoft also said that MBS did

well in Europe, but didn☁t quantify

this either. Irritatingly, the world's

largest software supplier is the

one that gives least information

on the geographic breakdown of

its revenues. All it gives is a

☁domestic☁ and ☁overseas'

revenue split. (David Bradshaw)

IBM: PROFITS UP BUT GROWTH HARD TO FIND

Full year revenues were $88.3bn.

up 3% on 2004. with pre-tax

earnings at $12.5bn. up 15%.

We estimate that IBM's software

and services business in the UK

grew by just 1% in 2005.

Comment: The impact of lBM's
cost saving initiatives, not least
the major restructuring and
downsizing Emma, is clearly
seen on the bottom line. Global
Services, where many of the cuts
have been felt. saw its Q4 gross
margin rise from 24.3% last year
to 27.4%. Margins also
increased on software (albeit
marginally) and hardware.
Overall, IBM looks in good shape
to continue generating large

[canlinuod on page elovnn]
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amounts of cash in the year

ahead. and returning much of it to

shareholders through dividends

and share buy♥backs.

So we were interested to note

that these profitvexpectation-

beating Q4 results had very little

impact on [BM☁s NYSE stock

price. Could it be that investors

share our concern that. despite

its ability to generate cash. lBM's

prospects are dimmed by its

inability to grow the topline? After

all. we know from experience that

companies that don't grow

revenues eventually struggle to

eke out pro t growth too.

The main area of concern is.

perhaps surprisingly. [BM Global

Services, which now accounts for

just under half of the company's

total business. It's true that Global

  

ElanRTO
A Wtampany

The Ovum team has for many

years tracked the UK [T staf ng

market and players. After the

market fell off the edge of a cliff in

2001/2002. it has since been in

rECovery. The IT services market

is in a mature phase and many

lTSAs servicing this market will

have to put up with a rocky ride.

Investment by ClOs will generally

be subdued. but there will be

pockets of spending. Identifying

these will give the staf ng

Companies a nice lift. Or. when

there is a release of pent up

demand. following a period of

extra-restrained investment. most

sensibly-run lTSAs will feel the

rise. But it generally takes a really

clever ITSA to grow strongly AND

make decent profits while the IT

services market more broadly is

QYOWing at around 6%,

Over more recent years. many

Services grew in the year as a

whole ♥ albeit by just 2% at

constant currency » but the year»

on-year 04 fall in both revenue and

signings. coupled with a slight drop

in the order backlog compared to

03. are not positive signs, The one

bright spot was in the outsourcing

element of Business Consulting

Services (which IBM terms "BTO").

where Q4 signings were up 144%

following increased success in new

BPO wins. But in the core lT

outsourcing business (which lBM

terms ☜Strategic Outsourcing").

signings were down by 32%. By

accident or by design. these gures

point to a future for Global Services

with the PwC♥derived BCS unit in

the ascendant.

The key challenge for [BM now is

to prove it can take market share

again. particularly in services.

ITSAs have. for better or for
worse. signed up customers to
managed services contracts.
These arrangements are
characterised by their size (they
tend to be relatively large) and
their often lower profitability. While
these deals enable the supplier to
take a step closer to the
customer - by taking control of
the management of the provision
of staff - it is the customer that
retains the strategic upper hand.
The customer also bene ts from
being able to drive prices right
down; this situation has been
compounded by lTSAs who have

been prepared to ght it out to the
death to land a large deal. This
has had the inevitable effect on

ITSA pro ts.

Recmitrnent Process Outsourcing

While the market made its recovery.

SVSTEMHOUSE 1 1
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Mark Loughridge told analysts

that services growth should

"accelerate" in the year ahead.

reaching mid♥single digit territory

in H2. That☁s hardly stellar, but it

would be an improvement. It

would also suggest that lBM's

actions to reduce costs and

complexity during 2005 did more

than just deliver pro ts in the

short-term. which is a relatively

easy thing to achieve. What

we're really looking for is evidence

(in the shape primarily of contract

signings) that IBM now has a

more competitive cost structure

and operating model and is thus

better positioned to win more

business and get the topline

moving again. Life should be full

of challenges when you☁re no.1.

and for lBM☂s services business in

2006. it certainly is.

{Phil Cod/mg)

63 ELANRTO SETS OUT RECRUITMENT

OUTSOURCING STALL

Recruitment Process Outsourcing

emerged as a new way of delivering

recruitment-oriented services.

RPO addresses the various

elements of the employee's

journey. lrom when they join the

company to when they leave.

80 managing recruitment.

training, pension contributions

and so on. Alexander Mann is

widely recognised a being as

pioneer here.

Elan has this year stepped-

forward with its own brand of

recruitment process outsourcing.

which it calls ElanRTO

(Recruitment Transformation

Outsourcing), A standalone team

has been created to be the hub

that pulls together services across

the entire Manpower Group. 80

this is not just about IT. ElanRTO

promises labour cost savings of 3-

[continued on page twelve]
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[continued from page eleven]

10%. Its goal is to hit £100m (by

signing tour to six deals) in new

business this year. The target

market is global companies with

more than 1000 employees.

Alongside new business, Elan will

also be targeting current

managed services customers. it

will be training account

managers to create the

opportunities here, But there is

the concern that within these

existing accounts there is not the

contact at the right level - the

relationship will be with the HR

director (or department) rather

than the FD.

Data collected by M&A specialist,

Regent Associates. has

con rmed what was becoming

quite clear as we progressed

through 2005: it was indeed "the

most active year ever☜ for

European technology

transactions. The number of

transactions was up 27% while

the value of these deals doubled

in comparison to 2004.

A total of 3,053 deals were

struck in the tech sector across

Europe, which is even greater

than the levels we saw during

the peak of 2000. What is quite

different now is that the

combined value of deals sealed

in 2005 ($272bn) is just a third of

that achieved in 2000.

So just why is there so much

activity? Well, that depends on

which sector you're in. The most

active sector was IT sen/ices. and

clearly many companies are

acquiring in order to boost the

low organic growth levels they're

experiencing within what is now a

mature industw. Indeed. Regent's

Elan argues that RTO operates at

the strategic level; in other words, it

creates the HR strategy rather than

follows it. It also argues that it

works in-sync with the overall

business objectives,

The real trick to get right will be

creating a synergy across the

Manpower group of companies

To date, there will have been little

excuse to do this. and EIanRTO

really cannot afford to get this

wrong once it launches into a large

E20m+ outsourcing arrangement.

As well as wanting to improve best

practices. customers also
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outsource (of course) because

they want to get costs down, And,

seeing as it's the FD that's going

to be signing on the dotted line.

suppliers like ElanFtTO can expect

monthly checks on how things are

progressing,

A word of warning to any ITSA

that is considering entering the

RPO market: with the risk of

stating the obvious, this is all

about outsourcing. Do you

have the experience to run and

profit from outsourcing

contracts?

{Kate Hanaghan)

S/ITS M&A HAS A RECORD YEAR IN 2005

  

1999 1999 2000

 

2002 2003 2004

We are hugely grateful to Regent Associates for the provision of its

invaluable data.

analysis highlights systems

integrators, product resellers and

desktop services as showing

☜heavy consolidation".

The environment generally is also

helping to lift activity, as there is

now a good level of realism with

regards to valuations. That doesn't

mean that we haven't seen some

significantly-sized deals. Sun☁s

acquisition of StorageTek ($4.1bn)

is an example we☁ve commented

upon in Hotnews.

And let's not forget the role the

investment community is playing

in driving up the number of deals.

Investors with money to put into

tech companies accounted for

013% of all acquisitions. Their

desire to pump money into tech is

obvious, but so too is their belief

that there is a decent return to be

had: exits by the investment

community accounted for just

6.6% of the total number of deals.

Across the geographies

In terms of geographies, the UK

was once again the most active.

France and ltaly were notably

"sluggish" - which is interesting

[continued on page thirteen]
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given the current difficult state of

the IT services markets in these

countries. Meanwhile. Germany

and Central and Eastern Europe

saw an increase in M&A activity

levels: we saw. for example. the

acquisition of VW/Gedas by T-

Systems in December 2005.

 

Accenture posted another

quarter of strong worldwide

growth last month for its FY 2006

first quarter to 30 November

2005. Revenues grew 12% in

both dollar and local-currency

terms in 01 to reach $4.17bn.

with Europe up 7% in local

currency terms at $2bn.

Accenture singled out Spain. Italy

and Germany (but not the UK) as

fast-growing territories with

double-digit growth. and CEO Bill

Green said the German operation

grew "fantastically".

Worldwide. consulting and

SyStems integration grew 8% (9%

in local currencies) at $2.6bn. while

outsourcing rose a very healthy

18% in dollar and local terms to

$1.6bn, Businessprocess

outsourcing (BPO) led growth in

outsourcing. with 25% growth.

Growth was double-digit in

government. products and

rElseurces divisions. but single»

digit in two of the biggest

Verticals. nancial services and

COmmunications & high tech.

Financial services saw growth

rates halved to 7% as utilisation

rates declined. although

Accenture says it expects to see

rates go back up in 02.

What is significant about the

nature of the European M&A

landscape at the moment is that

the very highlevel of activity does

not signify that we are in the

midst of a bubble that☁s about to

burst. Conditions now are very

different to 2000 and buyers are

Operating (EBlT) margin was flat at

12.3% in Q1. taking into account

expensing of employee share

options. Had options been

expensed the previous year.

Accenture would have reported a

percentagepoint rise in 01 2006.

Accenture kept its SG&A
expenses under control and was

able to pass on its average 6%

employee pay increase (awarded

in September 2005). thanks in part

to a focus on higher-margin work.

Comment: These are of course

very good results; Accenture

remains a fearsome fast♥growing

and profitable operation. But
there are two obvious areas of
weakness: financial services
seems to have hit a wall.
perhaps temporary. and Europe
is slowing down.

EMEA grew by 12% in local
terms in Qi 2005, so 7% growth
this time around is not great. I
suspect that a major part of this
is a decline in the UK growth
rate. Accenture wouldn't give a
UK growth rate this time around.
even when asked directly. in
contrast to the same time last
year when it crowed about 36%
UK growth in sterling terms
(50% in dollars) following a
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not going on crazy spending

sprees paying well over the

odds. Against the backdrop of a

mature IT services market. it

seems buyers are being a lot

more 'grown up' with their

purchases.

(Kate Hanaghan)

ACCENTURE GROWS. BUT UK SLOWS

series of major contracts sold

during FY 2004.

Reading between the lines. it

looks like UK growth in Qt this

year was well within single digits.

The UK is Accenture's second-

largest territory in revenue terms.

so that slowdown would have

played a large part in Europe☁s

slowdown.

CEO Bill Green said the UK has

to pause to "shake itself out" and

"absorb" recent contracts that it

has won. but added that the

company is moving billable staff

out of the UK to work in hotter

territories like ltaly and Spain.

The UK will suffer soon from the

cancellation of the J Sainsbury

outsourcing mega-deal. but i

reckon the deferred NHS

outsourcing revenues should

more than cancel out the

Sainsbury effect in 2006.

Nevertheless. Accenture must

replace those Sainsbun/

revenues. get the NHS deals

delivering cash, and continue the

impressive broad<based

expansion that gave it 15%

growth in sterling terms last year:

(Douglas Hayward)
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THE SHAPE OF THE IT SERVICES MARKET TO COME

Looking ahead to the broader

development of the IT services

market over the next decade, we

offer a view of the possible shape

of the market by 2010+.

Who is the customer☂?

The customer will still be distinct

from general procurement

departments in 2010. and may

still be known as the ClO.

However. this individual's internal

team will be far smaller than

today, and the key individual that

will be the IT services provider's

customer will be responsible for

partnership management within

the CIO function. In other words.

most enterprisevlevel IT will be

provided by external sen/ice

providers fulfilling the specific

requirements of the customer

organisation and managed by a

partnering executive.

The IT services ecosystem

Looking a little further ion/yard,

the IT services ecosystem will

consist of four main types of

organisation » low-cost labour

suppliers. management

consultancies, utility

infrastructure operators and

customer-facing brands. Value

creation will be concentrated in

the hands of management

consultancies and customer-

facing brands. as these will 'own☁

the end customer and directly

in uence IT purchasing

decisions. Consequently. most

existing IT service organisations

will not be in a position to create

Value unless they radically

change their current strategic

direction. Most are drifting

towards a structure dependent

on low-cost labour and

commodity IT infrastructure.

without fully understanding how

drastically the shape of the IT

services market is changing.

Low♥cost labour suppliers

The use of low-cost labour in

different parts of the world to

develop. maintain and manage

legacy IT systems and new

application systems will be

mainstream by 2010.

Consequently. service providers

based in China and other Far

Eastern countries that Western
markets have not heard of today

will be delivering services within

the IT services ecosystem Some
of these service providers will
have customer-facing brands and
others will act as sub-contractors
to Western brands.

Management consultancies

As IT services become a less
expensive capability.
predominantly based on low»

cost labour and standardised.
commodity IT products. there is

little point in IT service

organisations owning
business/management
consultancies. There will remain
a requirement for technical

consultancy and for vertical
industry expertise at account

management level to aid the
enterprise sales process,
However. the connection
between high-value
management consultancy and
lower-value IT service provision
will largely be severed, By 2015.
we doubt that there will be
financial value in IT service
organisations owning business
consultancy capability.

We expect that organisations will
either decide to become lT
utilities or to assume a mega
broker role in which the broker
does not own the end-tdend
service and product supply chain.

Utility infrastructure operators

With the development of both

next-generation networks and of

utility computing. it seems highly

likely that most IT infrastructure

will develop into a utility industry

with big global IT utilities

operating to provide the

computing power required by

most business and consumer

customers. A few companies will

develop a business model based

on the wholesale ownership and

management of the necessary IT

and network assets. However,

most others will prefer to act as

virtual infrastructure operators.

analogous to the mobile virtual

network operators of today.

selling services provided by

others. Consequently. Tesco and

Google may well be the future 'IT

service' providers for smaller and

mid-sized businesses that are

powered by infrastructure utility

services. provided by what we

now refer to as telcos and global

IT service players.

Customervfacing brands

Those supplyeside organisations

that will be able to directly in uence

IT decisions in the future (aside from

pure management consultancies

that retain their b0ard»level

in uence) will have branding based

on one of the following criteria:

0 mega-brokers that can pull

services together on behalf of

the large enterprise customer,

but do not directly own the

endeto-end delivery capability

0 global consumer brands that

customers trust

0 niche industry/regional

specialists offering highly

specialised solutions

0 local service suppliers to

support equipment on

customer premises. (Kaly Ring)
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UK software and IT services share prices and» market capitalisation - January 2006
1 813121 PSR S/ITS Share price Stare prioel CapiIalisarion

I 805 Price Capilalisarion Hshric Ratio lrdex move sime "/11 move☜ rmve sime

1 0.111 31401106. 310111106 P/E Cap/new,- 3103106 300x05 1112006 300ec05
14111161119116 I SP1 20.92. 2111.0111 - 1.59 422 3% 3%} 23.02111
[Medan 1 SP} 21.32; 253.7111 35.6 6.88 660 0% 0%; -20.20m

54110912111 E 06☁ 20.75[ 22623111 62.7 1.36} 440. 11% 11%} 22527111
.Asaibe g 52☁ 20.35☁ 236.9111 5.51f 1016 -1% 41%. 2054111
41011126111161 1 SP: 24.4111 - 2.031 644 42% 42%: .2057111
14131110110001110121611 ☁ SP. 27403111 924 22.19 126 6% 6% 24071111
Aveva Gem 1 SP 22276111 371 3.95 5195 11% 11% 22344111
AmnGOLp ; CS. 2177.2m 29.8 2.94 1773i 13% 13% £21.00m

lBonSlmrm oml 1 SP. £25.2m 13.4 3.58☁ 1538 1% 1%1 £0.25m1

Brady I SP1 mm 9.1 2.54 290 -25% 25%} 22.06111:
Btsiress Sysnens g CS1 210.1m 10.9 0.34 101 29% -29%1 -£4.21m
Wit; Gum CS 22.786.2m 29.7 2.17 115494 3% 3%} £68.47m

Cemum 1. cs 23.3111 - 1.31 771 3% 3%. 2022111
10mm ☁1 CS 215.1m 25.9 0.76 339 -3% -3%☁; -20.43111

00110111610111 cs 219.2m 28.2 1.62 46956 11% 11%. 21.95m
Ovica _W_ 7.7771 cs» 2127.6111 206.6 1.23 1431 1% 1% A H 20.64111
01110001111216: 1 SP1 210.6111 26.6 0.60 532 43% -13%' -21.51m
(Jirical 1311111111119 ☁ 5P1 22.3111 - 1.30 58 22% 22% 20.37111
0001156151,: 06 21232111 319 1.02 3760 17% 17%. 21753111
001111111 SP 246.6111 25.3 1.03 2565 0% 0% 20.013111
0011000111111 05 231.3111 43.9 0.50 744 4% 4% 21.63111
(21116036151116 6 25042111 209 0.21 396 4% 4% 21943111
0661112196013106111111 SP☁ 241.9111 18.5 2.92 634 12% 12% 24.36111
(hrmell thgerremOorsuarts 05: £19.6m 13.8 1.10 797 49% 49% £6.43m

Corpora 5P. 俉8.1m - 16.15 309 ♥4% ♥4% 20.34111
01159016 (:5; 23.2m ♥ 0.06 175 ♥2% .27. 20.03111
Dealogic SP☁ 2106.9111 17.7 3.45 652 2% 2%1 21.77m
06112111 1 SF1 221.2111 16.4 0.99 1337 5% 5%. 20.94111
De ca ' 05☁ 22092111 35.2 4.12 3235 6% 8%☁ 22034111
01611116111110 n 2193.3m 41.2 1.03 685 7% 7% 213.4111.
[11121616110313 11 26569111 66.7 0.47 07 22% 22%. 211373111
DRS DaiaEResearch SP☁ 212.4111 » 0,86 345 1% 1%☁ £0.16m
5126116116 Dab 211065551119 SP. 213.7111 - 1.65 1063 -8% 43% 21.25111
FDMGmp A; £19.9m - 0.60 1049 2% 2% £0.35m

Fhsl ll SP☁ £10.3m - 3.89 35 10% 10% £0.91m

Hmru'alchjeds CS☁ £16.2m - 1.70 174 1% 1% £0.20m

2161119111: @0011 SP 20.3111 ♥ 0.02 3365 1% 1% 20.00111
Focus 80111501156101; CS. $5.9m 22.8 1.08 105 -2% -2% £0.02m

(13616116 06. 2275111 - 2.45 216 -1% -1% 2019111
Gadsbre H SP1 £10.5m 50.6 1.37 506 -14% 44% u -21,68m

130161 A 236.1111 16.1 0.40 466 13% 13% 2430111
61651611142111me cs 249.6111 - 3.93 1032 19% 19% 2771111
@019 NET cs 221.6111 12.4 1.91 553 3% -3% 20.7311.
Harvey Nash 6111111 A☁ 24.3111 14 0.03 263 3% 3°11 »20.16m
1191111116 51152115 Services A. 20.9111 ♥ 0.07 80 0% 41% -£0.08m
Horian Tednology CS} £60.6m 16.1 0.32 312 1% 1% -£1.7Bm

[BS G☂ENS/starrs CS1 26mm - 6.50 1111 6% 6%☁ 23.60m
I5 Sallliors CS £3.2m - 0.58 484 -4% -4% -EO.12m

10400116121960: CS' 262.2111 19.5 0.30 1647 411% .11%. 27.87111
IDOX SP1 £24.7m 15.6 2.59 17 -7% -7%1 {1.87m

11116141161on 06. 242.3111 - 0.15 1200 5% 6% 22.32111
11161055161011; A 210.9111 - 0.45 739 -1% -1%1 2013111
11111111116116.1110 SP 21437111 . 2,36 140 7% 7% 21177111
11112111911111 51111101111121: SP 24.7111 . 1.52 31 -12% ♥12% 120.61m
1112166116 61111;; sP 21.4111 . 0.8 533 -6% «6% 20.12111
Invu SP £39.4m 17.4 12.52 2421 10% 10% £2.16m

iSCFT 616141 SP 2427.6111 11.4 1.63 1673 53% -53% -2475.20m
ITrain SP 23.5111 45.0 3.24 53 -16% -16% 20.69111
139151111155 Tedrology SP 216.9111 - 2.22 644 35% 35% 2405111
10111111 SP 262.2111 19.2 2.33 1561 10% 10%! £5.51m
mnwedge Techniogy 5611150115 SP 22.6111 ♥ 2.06 350 0% 0% 20.00111
0191120146 cs 220604111 66.6 1.25 2486 2% 2%. 24904111.
0111511 A 26.6111 0.3 0.05 355 40% -10% 20.74111;
1491:1114 SP 254.5111 01.3 1.65 934 -7% -7% -23.91m
17610011615011☜ SP 212.0111 38.6 2.33 276 -6% 5% 20.76111.
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1 511516 PSR . S/rrS 1 Share 111162 Share p116: (21119115311011
SCS Price Capitalisa on HiSbric Ratio 1 Irdex ☁ move since °/armve move sime

Cal. Sldandi 310111106 P/E pap/Rev. 1 31Ja11061 300mm 111 3006 300ec05
Nbxina Holdings CS £1.43 £22.4m☁1 - 1.80 1040} »E% -8% {1.88m

111/12111115116113 SP £0.13 £9.7m - 1.79 919☁ 6% 6% 2053111
lMcro Focus SP: £1.33 £264.9m1 22.3 3.26 01 13% 13% £29.63111
lMcrogen CS £0.77 £73.3111☁ 42.5- 1.341 4% 4% 23.07111

111/11710 112135121157 77SP 777 £054 777 £16.21"; - 70.74! 7 7 23% 23% £3.00111
lMsys 1 SP £2.44 £1 .2352111☁ 339 1.39☁ 2% 2% -£101.13111
☁andas SF' £0.10 £3.6m☁ -1 0.73 -21% -21% £0.11111
mese R £1.25 21903111 ~ 0.49 30% 30% 24636111
.1116131111111111111111 Al £0.37 £7.61ni 16.7 0.09 3% 3% 2021111
1_ Nocemq) as £2.71 £99.4ml 25.9 4.70! 17% 17% £12.33m
lNcipher SP £2.61 £73.0111 17.1 5.12; 26% 26% 21496111
lNecall SP £0.17 611.2111 95.0 4.64 31% 31% 22.64111
☁Nelsme cs £0.41 mm} 27.9 2.37 6% 6% £2.30111
☁Nexls Nanagemen CS £0.01 £2.0m » 1,69 -9% -9% -£D.20m

{Normans 1111111111111111 9011111116 cs £0186 £4531 m 40.0 2.23 1% 1% £2,66m
1NSBPe1ailsyslens SP☁ £0.32 2117,3111; ♥ 2.59 -1% -1% 2091111
10190410an SP £0.04 £63111; 9 1.32 3% -3% -£o.19m
☁OPD (3101p (was PSD GOLD) A £2.63 £65.9111 25.2 1.51 5% 5% £0.06m
Parity A £0.03 £21.7111 - 0.13 -17% -17% -£4.33111
Pasysums SP £0. 15 223.7111 ♥ 2.01 9% 9% £2.01111
P11015101 rr cs £3.35 £193.6111 23.3 2.25 24% 24% £39.23111
Pilal Media embal SP £0.44 £22.0111 30.4 1.33 -2% -2% -£0.49111
Hmlogy SP £0.56 £11.1m; - 2.46 1% 1% £0.10m
PIarI'tHoldirgs SP £0.24 £21.5m 14.7 0.77 '8% -B"/1. {1.83m

.PamanSonware (was AIT) cs £0.25 £21.2111 - 1.46 -3% 3% ♥£1 .73111
☁Prologic cs £0.60 £6.0m1 21.0 0.97 -2% .2% -£0.15111
0A as £0.01 £1 .9ml . 0.06 -17% -17% -£0.36111
i00111111013 cs £0.02 £31 111 - 0105 45% 41% -£0.20111
☁Qnm'ca A £0.57 £361 111 15.4 1117 -3% -3% -£123m
flan [11191113110160 7 SP £0.06 £36111 - 0.50 -4% 7 4% 7 7 _ -£0. 17m
Red 64151611 06 £0.07 £1 .9m - 1.11 0% 0% £00001
Pea☜ 01119511116 SP £1.47 £114.21" 21.5 3.60 10% 10% £10.13m
RM SP £1.93 £166.61n 73.3 0.63 15% 15% £24.131n
Royalblue GoLp SP £7.39 £257.7111 31.0 4.31 10% 10% £23.04111
Sage (3th SP £2.66 23.425.7m 23.8 4.41 3% 3% £112.83m

☁Sandersonemlp SP £0.51 £20.8m - 1.43 {1% 41% -£0.61m

lSDL CS £2.20 £134.5m 75.4 2.15 2% 2% £2.15m

SewicePOWer SP £0.83 £26.7m - 6.50 6% 6% £1.69m

Sian Hmnu☁al SP £1.21 £21.3111 55.0 0.98 .17% -17% £4,321☜
SiFMS rr pk: cs £0.03 £30111 - 0.9 -13% -13% -£0.43111
smanFows plc SP £0.19 £13.9111 - 4.9 1946.; 20% 20% £2.31111
Sophean SP £0.19 125.3111 -☁ 5.34 273; -3% 0% £1 .40111
Sp1i11g Gmp A £0.60 £95.5111 20.5 0.20 661 l -4% 4% -£4.01111
SalPro 901p SF' £0.64 £22.3111 9.5 2.45 7941 -4% 4% -£0.39111
SThee Gmtp plc A £2.67 £368.4m ♥ 1.52 1296! 24% 24% £70.37m

S1110 lmrmtioral SP £0.03 £23111. - 1.09 501 -5% - % £01 1111
61111011111151 (was JSB) SP £5.69 £23.9111 - 0.45 23391 3% 3% ~£13.49111
9115111116 011611 SP £1.69 £193.9111 32.3 1.76 1299} 27% 27% 124053111
Tadpole Techmlogy SP £0.03 £1 1 .4111 - 2.37 69} 21% -21% 42.1mm
TIkitGmp CS £1166 俉21.1m 87.4 1.77 144341 -5% -5% -£1.15m

TorexReBil SP 2087 £284.97" 33.6 4,19 2181. 48% >1 8% -264.47m

Tobl 53/591115 SP £0.43 俉4.5m 20.4 1.30 8021 6% 6% £0.26rn

Tombre 601;: SP £1.38 £15.7m - 0.91 1310☁ 1% 1% £0.17m

Trace Gmp SP £0.96 £14.5m 16,1 0.94 764 0% 0% £0.00m

T1iad 31mg cs £0.52 £73111 - 0.17 391 1% 77_ 1%77 £0031"
001un 60041515 SP £0.33 £59.5111 - 11.20 3171 43% ♥1 3% £91151?
Ultirna Networks R £0.01 £23m ♥ 1.49 34} >1 5% ~15% ♥£0.51111
Ultrasis Gum SP £0.02 £26.8m . 17.43 42- 2% 2% £3.45111
Urivelse @1114: SP £0.19 911.1111 34.3 0.25 773: -3% 3% £0,911☜
VegaG'oLp cs £2.03 £41.2m 17.3 0.73 1660' ~1% -1% -£o.31m
VI 9161;; SP £0.10 £3.7m ♥ 0.33 200 21% 21% £0.65111
Xarsa (:5 £0.96 £331.1111 23.2 0.33 24691 7% 7% £21 .50111
XKOGmp SP £1.12 £38.4m 2.7 0.86 7431 10% 10% £3.52m

lXoenise Gimp cs £0.01 £39111 0.29 373 -10% -10% -£0.42111           Note: We calculate PSFl as market capitalisaliun divlded by sales In the most recently announced nancial year.
Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15": April 1989. Any new entranls 10 me Slock Exchange are allocated an index or 1000 based on
the issue price. The 308 Index is n01 weighted: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same ellecl as a Slmllar change 101 the

smallest company. Cinegcry Codes: GS = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseller A 2 1T Agency 0 : Olner
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Quoted Companies - Results Sennce Nola; Highlighted Names lndlcala results announced lhls monm.
Alplumerlc pic Corr-mu Mamgemen! corsulmrus ptc Nahum: System: Services Group Pu:

morn M-VDS smaron hlmvth-VUS Gama-Mun hlnnm-Junn☁ Fwopogm mom.an Comunnmn hurlnhScmO☁ ☜on☝; mm.soo(05 coma-sonREV (3mm ☜MUM msme .nsv. nsv (assume :vmpoo momma om☜. Rev comma mslzom mauuo MP-Par 42:50pm {suawon ammo Lnnlonmnx PBY Unnoo sumo: (969900 or». Par .oosooo .osznooo mom Lax-bum
:95 A20: .nooon 230a Loulnnmm nos .60» 7,709 .oo Loom". EPs oooo .rooo .omu Luubcm

Alm'lanplc _ Corporu pk: Horizon Tnchnology Group plcnrnnnn.s.onoo nonoqu humvsmo☁ Corr-mun rm ulmon ☜mun-on4 conoonnon hlmm-Junm rowooooo Mam-Jams
azv tzsrmoo [1506000 umnoa an". REV mom moo or run REV :muawo row-run tnwsusoPEI 4219:5900 .csmpm rmooo Lnxshom Par muss: .unsoooo Lnumm rar :2259000 umsz :mozoo
EDS mu omo 7269» mm mum 5?: -6 no osco Loubolh EPS 25in 5": amp

Anna Group pk: DAT Group Ias ovmsyslams pichum-Och Emu-Auras hum eons Camp-mum mnnrnnoo smoooooo nronmuonos conoonoon mos Eon-name"
REV [36172500 (69103000 031564000 ~nv. nsv mama manna -:\134mu .2739. REV 525m Na
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S/TI'S stocks have a subdued January

It has been a bit of a muted start to 2006 for S/ITS shares, with theOvum S/ITS index up 1.1%and the FTSE IT SOS up just

0.6% over January. Compared with this time last year, the Ovum Index is sitting at almost exactly the same gure (2005:5140,

2006:5136). Across the broader market. the FTSE AIM and FrSE Small Cap indices grew 8.93% and 5.64% respectively

Surprisingly, the usually subdued reseller category of our S/ITS index was the only area to provide strong growth, up 9.7%
over the month. However, this was due to the massive rises in share prices for Dimension Data and Morse (up 22% and 30%

respectively). Excluding these two businesses, the sector shrank 1.8%.
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on the 30th of the month - ending the next ☜MARK,☝ ☜57.15
day at £1.84. This was in relation to its FTSEIOO 576030

t . . . FYSEAIM 113950
admISSIon that it was not expecting to m.__umw_ HSEsmmmp 349159
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nancial year. This will reduce its expected
revenues for the full year by £55m and its meisuenez mum «31.05%
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Though this bad news has been restricted melleanae $92194 ☜2.117. Imam. 42.5w. mam wows
to iSoft for now, the fact that there Is a whole Jigs: 3;: '23::
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. Frcm fewer! 05 44.27% «19.65% 45.14% +1 7.75% 432% +265☜ultimately have a larger effect on other S/iTS mm ☜mm M☜ ,252% Mm mm M☜ .5ng
shares in future. _ '

The better performan shares in 2005 were

all strong on organic growth, earnings _ 61☜ a,☜

growth and were active in M&A - a recipe '7☁☜ 6☝"
that doesn't look to be going out of fashion.

    

(Samad Masood)
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